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Chapter 1 : How do I use the Smart Manager application to check for malware or viruses? | Samsung Supp
and hard to detect malware such as a banking Trojan and neutralises the threat by shutting off its data theft activities on
your PC, thereby keeping your identity and online activities secure.

Layer close The more and more that smart devices can do, the more important it is to make sure your device is
functioning at its best. This means preserving the battery life, but also managing storage and RAM and
keeping everything safe from security threats. In the beginning of the year, Samsung introduced the Smart
Manager, which helps users scan and optimize their smartphone, all at once. Available since the launch of the
Galaxy S6 and S6 edge, the performance of Smart Manager and the devices that support it has been
improving. Opening the Smart Manager app shows its four main components: You can view and optimize
your device through closing running apps and uninstalling unnecessary apps. The Security menu scans your
phone for malware and other security threats. My Knox is also available to download for even more security.
Sometimes apps are running in the background, consuming battery power. You can also select how often the
apps will be optimized every 3, 5 or 7 days. By selecting Battery Usage, you can view the processes that have
been running since your last full charge. Power Saving Mode and Ultra Power Saving Mode also display
expected length of battery life if you need to conserve battery power. To view battery consumption of each
application, select Detail. Clean Up To free up storage space from temporarily stored files, Smart Manager
automatically scans and deletes any unnecessary data. After opening the Smart Manager app, select Storage.
You can see how much of your available storage has been used. You can also manually delete data stored on
your device. This displays how much space each type of files is using. If you choose the applications, you can
find which apps are used more frequently. Viewing by frequency of use makes it easy to disable or uninstall
unnecessary applications. You can see how many background apps are currently using RAM space, so it helps
you choose which applications to close. This could lead to a breach of personal information or damage of the
device. In less extreme cases, the unauthorized apps could slow down the device performance or use too much
battery power. Smart Manager automatically scans for malicious software, apps that use unusually high
amounts of battery power, apps that make unusual errors and provide solutions for these issues. Users can
ensure comfort and security by removing or closing unwanted apps. Samsung devices with Smart Manager
provide anti-malware solutions through a partnership with Intel Security. Take Control With Smart Manager,
Galaxy smartphone users can feel reassured that their devices are safe and secure, and running optimally. By
having access to usage, storage, memory and security data, users can take matters into their own hands to
know that they have a safe and comfortable space to work and play.
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Chapter 2 : Windows 8 and my Samsung Galaxy S3 - Microsoft Community
How to scan for viruses in SAMSUNG Galaxy S9+? How to detect malware in SAMSUNG Galaxy S9+? How to detect
risks in SAMSUNG Galaxy S9+? Make sure that your SAMSUNG Galaxy S9+ is secure.

This means the handsets are both dust and water-resistant. I have already explained what this certification
means in a previous article. How does one remove it? Is it bad for the phone? Read this article to find out. This
makes them water-resistant in up to 1. However, there are certain parts of the phone where water seeping in
can be potentially dangerous. One such area is the USB-C port. The sensor ensures the handset does not start
charging itself if any moisture is detected in the port. The problem is that on the S8 and Note 8, the sensor is a
bit too sensitive. This usually happens once you have dunked your handset in water for a few minutes. The
process is actually pretty simple. You can vigorously shake the phone to ensure that all water from the USB-C
port is drained out. At this point, if you put your Galaxy S8 or Note 8 on charge, the Moisture Detected error
is likely to still come up. To bypass it, simply restart your S8 or Note 8 while it is still plugged in. The
warning should now automatically go away and the remaining time left to charge the device will now be
displayed on the lock screen. The error will show up more frequently if your Galaxy S8 or Note 8 is powered
off or its battery is completely depleted. If you are sure that there is no water or moisture in the port, you can
let your Galaxy S8 or Note 8 remain like that for a few minutes. After a few minutes, there should be enough
charge in the device that it can be powered on. Remember that just the error showing up on your Galaxy S8 or
Note 8 is not a cause for concern in itself. It is only when your handset starts behaving weirdly that you should
worry about any kind of water damage to them.
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Chapter 3 : How to Uninstall Malware from Your Android Device Â« Android :: Gadget Hacks
Microsoft will be offering a totally new mechanism in its Windows 10, which will allow software developers to embed their
apps with almost any antimalware program existing on the user's computer.

We took time to research on this problem as we already have readers who contacted us about related issues.
More often, developers who spread real viruses and malwares gather sensitive information from the devices
that are infected. This includes names, passwords, email addresses, phone numbers, credit card numbers, etc.
Continue reading below to learn how to address these virus infection warnings and how to prevent your phone
from getting infected. For those who have other issues with their phones, you can visit our troubleshooting
page or contact us by completing our Android issues questionnaire. The virus infection pop up is a fake and
touching it will redirect you to another page that may automatically download an APK file that would
automatically install an app that contains the virus on your phone. This is exactly what creators of the virus
want you to do. One pop up will lead to another which creates a couple more pop ups and so on. From the
Home screen, tap the Apps icon. Find and tap on Settings. Touch Applications and then Application manager.
Swipe to ALL tab. Find and touch the Internet app. Touch the Force Close button first. Tap Clear cache and
then Clear data, Delete. Uninstall the app that was automatically installed As I told earlier, apps containing
malware can be automatically installed on your phone and in this case, you need to uninstall it immediately
before it can create more issues. You may be able to get rid of the page that keeps popping up but if the app
was already installed and infected others, you can no longer be sure of the safety of your data and information.
At this point, you have no other options but to perform the master reset. This procedure will delete everything
in your phone including your downloaded apps, files and data. Needless to say, the viruses and the malwares
will also be installed and deleted. So, backup your files and data and follow these steps: Turn off your
Samsung Galaxy S7. When the Android logo shows, you may release both keys and leave the phone be for
about 30 to 60 seconds. This is just the first phase of the entire process. Wait until your phone is finished
doing the Master Reset. The phone will now reboot longer than usual. There are a few things you can do on
your own: Install an antivirus app or any app that will help prevent malwares. Install apps from the Play Store
and those that are developed by big companies or reputable developers only. Can you guys help me with it?
That said, try to follow the 4th step in my troubleshooting guide above. It went on to saying that the Generic
Android 6. By the way, this problem occurs when I open Chrome. Can you guys help me out here, please?
However, the fact is it will install the malware if you tap on the ad. Also, to prevent this page from popping up
again, open Chrome and tap on the Settings icon at the upper right, then touch History and then Clear
Browsing Data. You can choose which data to leave and delete. That should do it. Connect with us We are
always open to your problems, questions and suggestions, so feel free to contact us by filling up this form. But
rest assured we read every message we receive.
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Chapter 4 : The Best Way to Recover Deleted Notes from Samsung Galaxy S8
The virus infection pop up is a fake and touching it will redirect you to another page that may automatically download an
APK file that would automatically install an app that contains the virus.

Your Samsung Galaxy smartphone is more powerful than you realize. Who reads instruction manuals
anymore? Instructional manuals are for dummies. The problem is, most features are tucked away in the
Settings app. There may be some differences if your Galaxy smartphone is running an older version of
Android. Take a screenshot with a palm swipe To take a screenshot on most Android phones, you simply press
the down volume button and power button at the same time. Instead of pressing the volume button, you press
the power button and the home button at the same time. The downside is it requires two hands. Swipe your
entire palm â€” I find holding my hand like in a chopping position to work best â€” from left to right on the
screen. If, for some reason, you find the entire UI too convoluted, you can switch to an "Easy mode," view
which includes larger icons and access to only basic apps like the phone, Internet browser, email and any apps
that you approve. The Galaxy S5, Galaxy Note 4 and Note Edge use the older, less accurate swipe sensor
where you have to swipe down from the display onto the home button. In addition to keeping your phone
locked from prying eyes, your fingerprint s can be used to log into your Samsung account, sign in on web sites
and verify PayPal purchases. There is no glove-mode on the GS3. Find My Mobile Image: To activate the
feature you will need to create and log in with a Samsung account. Run two apps at once Image: Multi
window can be enabled by performing a two-finger swipe down from the notification bar and switched on in
the quick settings panel or by going into the Settings app: With the Face unlock feature set up, when you hold
your phone up to your face, the front-camera will attempt to scan your it. If it recognizes your face, the phone
will unlock. Just select "Face and voice" within the Screen lock settings as listed above. Smart stay First
introduced on the Galaxy S3, Smart stay is a way for Samsung Galaxy phones to use the front-facing camera
to detect when to dim and turn off the display.
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Chapter 5 : Apps will Automatically Detect Malware in Windows 10
Even if the malware ever infected your device, Google would have automatically and silently removed it without you ever
knowing about it. Check If Your Android Device Is Infected with HummingBad Malware.

Can iPhones Get Viruses? On an even creepier level, the iPhone has listening, viewing, and tracking
capabilities that, if hacked, can allow your personal conversations, the view from your camera, and your GPS
location to be viewed and stored. Is there a way to prevent another breach? Virus Protection for Your iPhone:
Anything that can harm your devices or steal your personal information is included in the malware category.
Held for ransom means exactly what it sounds like; these hacked iPhone owners had to pay cyber criminals to
unlock their phones. Malware and Virus Protection for Your iPhone: Update iOS It can be tempting to wait on
updating your operating system; it seems like you just got comfortable with the last version! Operating system
updates are a way for Apple to introduce new features and fix bugs, but also to keep security at the highest
possible level. That being said, there have been cases of apps being removed from the store after they were
realized to be clever counterfeits, or to include compromised code. This is because once a Trojan Horse or
other malware app is purchased and downloaded, hackers can access your phone in ways you might not have
imagined. If your phone is infected with spyware your keystrokes can be logged, your camera and keypad
highjacked, and your personal data can be stolen. The point is, even in the Apple App Store you need to keep
your wits about you. Before purchasing any app: Make sure the app has a professional feel: Check for app
reviews, are they positive? Is there a large enough number of reviews to indicate that this is a legitimate app
that customers are using successfully? Do you recognize the app developer? Any of these might be legitimate,
or they might be scammers trying to get access to your iPhone or your personal data. Tricky Pop-ups This falls
into the category of suspicious links above, but is so sneaky that an additional warning is warranted.
Sometimes a pop-up will appear on your screen that says something really official soundingâ€”it may even
appear to be from Apple! The pop-up is usually a variant of something like this, "Warning! Your iPhone has
been compromised by a virus! If you see something like this come up on your screen, never ever engage with
the pop-up. Exit the website or app. Back up Your iPhone: Keep Your Data Safe Just as important as
immediately updating to new versions of iOS is getting into the habit of regularly backing up your iPhone.
Whether you back up your device with iCloud , iTunes , or both, your photos, contacts, and other important
data are preserved. If pop-ups keep, well, popping up with the same frequency, you may have an issue. Apps
Crashing Sometimes apps crash, but that should be a rare occurrence. If a particular app keeps crashing, try
deleting and downloading it again. If one or more apps still keep crashing, maybe malware is at play after all.
This is because an increase in your data usage can indicate a problem in the same way a dip in your gas
mileage can. This step will allow your iPhone to start over with factory settings and, hopefully, no malware.
To reset your iPhone from an iCloud backup: Scroll down to General and tap it. Tap Reset at the bottom of the
menu. Tap Erase all Content and Settings. Make sure to restore with a backup that was made before your
iPhone was compromised with malware. To restore your iPhone from an iTunes backup: In iTunes, click on
your device at the upper left. Follow the on-screen instructions. This will completely erase your iPhone, so
make sure you have a recent backup in iTunes. Once your iPhone has been restored, it will start up like a
brand new phone. Follow the steps of the setup process.
Chapter 6 : Antivirus for Samsung Galaxy S
anti-viruses are there so you could save your device without reformating every time a virus hits. - svarog May 23 '15 at
Please show us the reference that states android has viruses. Malware/adware, yes.

Chapter 7 : Can iPhones Get Viruses? How to Detect & Remove Malware & Viruses from Your iPhone | ca
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Learn how you can scan the phone for malware and viruses on Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge. FOLLOW US ON TWITTER:
Autoplay When autoplay is enabled, a suggested video will automatically play next.

Chapter 8 : Check If Your Android Device Is Infected with HummingBad Malware
Smart Manager automatically scans regularly for malicious software and provides an anti-malware solution through a
partnership with Intel Security. You can also run an ad hoc scan at any time by following the below steps.

Chapter 9 : Sensing Samsung: The evolution of sensors in the Galaxy S series - OpenSignal Blog - OpenS
Hi philippe, here is a list of 4 Best Security Apps you must install on your Samsung Galaxy S IV. 1. Avast Remote cell
phone tracker/locator and malware protection (with USSD blocker).Highly recommended by Android authorities,
AV-Test, PCAdvisor, Techworld, and now over 10 million users worldwide.
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